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Deduction of Tax at Source – Section 192 -Income Tax Deduction From Salaries

Annual CBDT Circular on TDS on Salaries ;-

CBDT has issued a Circular on TDS from Salary under 192 for AY 2022-23 (FY 2021-22) vide Circular No. 04 /2022 dated 15.03.2022
detailing the procedure to be followed by an employer for deducting TDS from the salary income of employees paid during FY 2021-22
or assessment year (AY) 2022-23.

Refer to above circular for Detailed Instruction

Exclusion of certain cases from Faceless Penalty Scheme

CBDT Order F.no. 187/4/2021-ITA-I, dated 10-03-2022

The Faceless Penalty Scheme was made applicable w.e.f. 12-01-2021 in similar manner like Faceless Assessment Scheme, 2020 and
Faceless Appeal Scheme, 2020 vide notification S.O. 117(e), dated 12-1-2021. Subsequently , the CBDT vide Order F. No. 187/4/2021-
ITA-1, dated 26-2-2021 & 20-1-2021, had notified that this scheme would not be applicable to the following cases:

• Penalty proceedings arising/pending in the Investigation Wing, the Directorate of I&CI, erstwhile DG (Risk-Assessment) or by any
prescribed authority;

• Penalty proceedings arising out of any statute other than the Income-tax Act, 1961;

• All the penalties imposable by the officers of the level of Commissioner/Director/Commissioner (Appeals/Appeal Unit);

• Penalty proceedings in cases assigned to Central Charges;

• Penalty proceedings in cases assigned to International Tax Charges; and

• Penalty proceedings arising in TDS charges.

The board vide Order F.no. 187/4/2021-ITA-I, dated 10-03-2022, has notified another class of penalties as under that shall not be
covered by the Faceless Penalty Scheme 2021.

It has been specified that penalty proceedings in cases where pendency could not be created on ITBA because of technical reasons or
cases not having a PAN shall be out of the purview of the Faceless Penalty Scheme 2021.

Clarification regarding the Most-Favoured-Nation (MFN) Clause in The Protocol to India’s DTAAs with certain countries

Circular No. 3/2022 [F. No. 503/1/2021-FT&TR-I], Dated 3-2-2022

It is hereby clarified that the applicability of the MFN clause and benefit of the lower rate or restricted scope of source taxation rights in
relation to certain items of income (such as dividends, interest income, royalties, Fees for Technical Services, etc.) provided in India’s
DTAAs with the third States will be available to the first (OECD) State only when all the following conditions are met:

(i) The second treaty (with the third State) is entered into after the signa- ture/Entry into Force (depending upon the language of the
MFN clause) of the treaty between India and the first State;

(ii) The second treaty is entered into between India and a State which is a member of the OECD at the time of signing the treaty with it;

(iii) India limits its taxing rights in the second treaty in relation to rate or scope of taxation in respect of the relevant items of income;
and

(iv) A separate notification has been issued by India, importing the benefits of the second treaty into the treaty with the first State, as
required by the provisions of sub-section (1) of Section 90 of the Income-tax Act, 1961.



If all the conditions enumerated in (i) to (iv) are satisfied, then the lower rate or restricted scope in the treaty with the third State is
imported into the treaty with an OECD State having MFN clause from the date as per the provisions of the MFN clause in the DTAA,
after following the due procedure under the Indian tax law.

It is also Clarified as under ;-

Notwithstanding the clarification given in the above paragraphs, where in the case of a taxpayer there is any decision by any court on
this issue favourable to such taxpayer this Circular will not affect the implementation of the court order in such case
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S. 263 Assessing Officer did not write specific reasons for accepting the explanation of the assessee cannot be reason to invoke
revisionary powers

As long as the action of the Assessing Officer cannot be said to be lacking bonafides, his action in accepting an explanation of the
assessee cannot be faulted merely because it could have been lawful to make mere detailed inquiries or because he did not write
specific reasons of accepting the explanation. As for learned PCIT’s observations regarding accepting the explanation “without
appropriate evidence”, there is nothing to question the bonfides of the Assessing Officer or to elaborate as to what should have been
‘appropriate’ evidence. The fact remains that the specific issue raised, in the revision order was specifically looked into, detailed
submissions were made and these submissions were duly accepted by the Assessing Officer. Merely because the Assessing Officer did
not write specific reasons for accepting the explanation of the assessee cannot be reason enough to invoke powers under section 263,
and non-mentioning of these reasons do not render the assessment order “erroneous and prejudicial to the interest of the revenue” -
Reliance Payment Solutions Ltd. v. PCIT [2022] 136 taxmann.com 277 (Mumbai - Trib.)

S. 36(1)(va) Amended provisions will apply prospectively from AY 2021-22

No disallowance can be made for belated payment of the employee’s contribution to the respective ESI and EPF fund in the case of
assessee who have deposited the same before the due date of filing of Income Tax Return. Amendment made by the Finance Act 2021
to section 36(1)(va) will apply from AY 2021-22 Raj Kumar v. ITD [2022] 136 taxmann.com 244 (Delhi - Trib.)

S 37(1) Explanation 1 Expenditure on freebees to doctors is not allowed as dedtuction

The incentives or “freebies” given by pharmaceutical company, to the doctors, had a direct result of exposing the recipients to the
odium of sanctions, leading to a ban on their practice of medicine. Those sanctions are mandated by law, as they are embodied in the
code of conduct and ethics, which are normative, and have legally binding effect. The conceded participation of the assessee- i.e., the
provider or donor- was plainly prohibited, as far as their receipt by the medical practitioners was concerned. That medical practitioners
were forbidden from accepting such gifts, or “freebies” was no less a prohibition on the part of their giver, or donor, i.e., pharmaceutical
company. Accordingly, expenditure incurred in distribution of such freebies would not be allowed as a deduction in terms of
Explanation 1 to section 37(1) Apex Laboratories (P.) Ltd. v. DCIT [2022] 135 taxmann.com 286 (SC)

S. 54 Date of possession is the date of purchase of new house

The requirement of the Section 54 is that the Assessee should purchase a residential house within the specified period and source of
funds is quite irrelevant. Nowhere, it has been mentioned that the funds received as consideration from sale of original asset must be
utilized for the purchase of the new residential house. Since the date of purchase falls within a period of 2 years from the sale of
Original Asset, the Assessee is entitled to benefit under Section 54. The date on which possession is received by the Assessee should be
taken as the date of purchase. Reji Easow V. ITO [2022] 136 taxmann.com 111 (Mumbai - Trib.)

S. 143(3) Ex-parte order passed when it was not possible for the director to attend the proceeding, assessment remanded back
to Assessing Officer.




